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K.A. STEER, The Archaeology of Roman Britain

PLATES: There were originally 51 plates, numbered 1–14, 15A & 15B, 16–50. Plates 1–3 are maps. Plates 10, 15A, 21 and 26–28 were lost in the period before the thesis returned to the custody of the University Library. The portfolio should therefore now contain 45 plates, plus a second copy of plate 20.

RUBBINGS: There are 57 rubbings now present (on 60 pieces of paper), numbered as follows:

Nos 3–7 (3 is in 2 pieces)
14
16–18 (16 is in 2 pieces)
20
23–24 (24 is in 2 pieces)
25–28
30–35
37–41
47–48
50
53–55
58–59
65
67
74–75
77–81
86
92–98
103–104
106
111–112

Some rubbings originally present may have been lost, but most of the missing numbers refer to inscriptions which themselves are lost or survive only in a very fragmentary state (see the catalogue of inscriptions in vol.1)

FIGURES: In 1978 there was no sign of any of the figures listed at the start of the text volume, and no one could recall these ever having been present.
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ENGLAND AND WALES,
DIAGRAM
OF
DURHAM

PLATE III
ROMAN DURHAM.
PIERCEDRIDGE ROMAN FORT.
SKETCH PLAN.

KEY.

Roman works shown in red.

A. Site of excavations 1933-4.
B. Site of excavations 1935.
C. Cemetery.
D-D. Derek Street.
E. E. Roads observed in a dry season.
F. Burials.
G. Site of "Bath-house," 1849.

PLATE IV

H. Site of Roman bridge.
I. Probable site of east gateway.
J. Pottery found 1937.
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STONE ON INNER FACE OF DAM 20:00 FEET.
1 24·66.  7 30·89.
2 24·75. SECTION D.  8 32·14. SECTION A.
3 24·41.  9 32·07. SECTION A.
4 25·47.  10 33·72. SECTION B.
5 25·16.  11 34·28.
6 26·82.  12 37·83.
7 30·89.  13 26·46.
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PLATE XVII
LANCESTER - AQUEDUCT SECTIONS.

PLATE XVIII
PLATE XIX

EBCHESTER

Dire Street certain:    Dire Street conjectural.

Scale in Feet

A. Fort.   B. The 'Chesters', Shorley Bridge.

X Signal Tower breastworks.
EBCHESTER.

Sketch-plan of the Roman Fort illustrating Hooppell's paper.
( History & Biography of W. Durham.)

J. W. Taylor
Newcastle 1883

132 feet or 2 chains to 1".

A Line of channelled stones taken up 1776.
BB Bases of doojaards of Roman building 1776.
C Present site of bases.
D Alter.
E Sculptures built into churchyard wall. Found 1776.
F Alter forming jamb of channel window.
G Sculptured stones built into retaining wall facing porch.

NYK Scultured stones in walls.
K'MN Lee site of south gate.
PQ Present site of channelled stones from A.
RR Rampart.
SS Drainage tiles found 1776.
T Arch - many sculptured stones.

PLATE XX
EBCHESTER. SECTION THROUGH THE WEST DEFENCES 1936.
PLATE XXIV.

CHESTER - LE - STREET.

- - - - - Roman Road conjectural.
- - - - - Old bed of Cono.
A. Fort
B. Site of a Roman bridge.
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THE ROMAN FORT AT CHESTER-LE-STREET.
THE PRINCIPIA, SOUTH SHIELDS.

PLATE XXIX
IVth C. State.    IIIrd C. State.

Building VIII, S. Shields.

Plate XXX
BINCHESTER BURIAL URNS.

PLATE XLIV
PLATE XLIX. 1-17 MORTARIA STAMPS.
18-20 AMPHORAE STAMPS.
DISTRIBUTION OF MORTARIA STAMPED ANANVS.
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